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Experience the Joy of Improvisation!
Dear Hopeful Student; there's something special about sitting down at the piano
and just playing. Especially when the music isn't planned. We allow ourselves the
freedom to be at the piano and wonderful things begin to happen.
To create your own piano improvisation, you need to
know a little about chords and how to play them. That's
pretty much it. I never understood why teachers make their
students wait so long before they can dive in creatively at
the piano. Especially since all it takes is giving students the
right kind of limits so they can freely express themselves.
In the sample lesson, ‘Nurturing Rain’ (complete lesson
for members) (https://youtu.be/RaI0GVJF2cM) you have
just two chords to play with and you have a way to play
them. The chords are learned and practiced. Then you’re encouraged to explore
these materials - to play, improvise, and see what comes up.

Explore is really the idea here

as so many
students want to force their way into improvisation. You
see, it really is all about attitude here. And I can't think of
a better quote to illustrate this than "In the beginner's
mind there are many possibilities, in the experts mind
there are few."
It really is true and it's also a good thing because it means you don't have to be an
expert to experience the joy of piano improvisation. On the contrary, the freshest
sounding music can come from someone who does not have years of theory and
training under their belt.
To take your own piano journey remember that's it's not about how much you
know. It's really about how willing you are to let go and allow the music itself to
take over. Then, it’s an easy thing to do!
Warmest wishes,
Edward Weiss
Quiescence Music

Edward‘s Get Half-Off Special! Ready to easily express
yourself on the piano? Let me show you how it‘s done! In less than a month, you’ll
be able to play… guaranteed! Join now & get half-off! http://quiescencemusic.com

